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fter a long and challenging year dominated by the global pandemic,
ChannelVision is honored to announce the 2021 Visionary Spotlight Award winners.
This year’s winners demonstrated a unique ability to navigate change, adapt to
shifting buying patterns and stay afloat despite widespread shutdowns and turmoil.
“On behalf of ChannelVision, I would like to congratulate all of this year’s VSA
winners,” said Beka Business Media President and CEO Berge Kaprelian. “The
companies on this year’s list are highly resilient and resourceful, having made it through the
pandemic while remaining on the cutting edge of innovation.”

OVERALL EXCELLENCE
Channel Deployments of the Year
7 Figure MSP
In January, 7 Figure MSP released the 7 Figure MSP Marketplace to help IT professionals and MSPs build a suite of cybersecurity products.
The company has been working with MSPs and IT professionals for more than 10 years.

AmCom Solutions
AmCom’s channel program increased agent sales performance 100 percent during the past year. AmCom facilitates faster installations, enhanced
services, upgrades, accurate processing, billing and connections to ensure customer satisfaction combined with future-proof technology.

AppViewX, Inc.
AppViewX launched AppViewXpert, its new global channel program geared toward enabling and expanding its partner ecosystem to build deeper
relationships and maximize customer success. AppViewX also launched an interactive portal to ensure partners have access to relevant material
and support to supplement their growth strategies.
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Best Emerging Technology Breakthroughs
AfterShokz
Released in November 2020, OpenComm is the first bone conduction stereo Bluetooth headset from AfterShokz and is designed specifically for
efficient communication in the workplace, whether the user’s office is a jobsite, a driving cabin, or a desk at home.

Broadvoice
Broadvoice introduced Broadvoice Bubble, a new text messaging and marketing platform that enables businesses to connect with their customers
instantly with SMS/MMS messages delivered automatically to their smartphones.

Jabra
Jabra PanaCast 50 was engineered to be the first new-normal-ready intelligent video bar. PanaCast 50 effectively takes on the role of director of
your meetings, intelligently adjusting the video stream to follow the action in the room.

MACH Networks
AReS from MACH is designed to lower operational costs and streamline execution by providing analog-to-digital conversion for virtually any type
of specialty line. Using cellular LTE data networks for backhaul, the fully managed solution enables connected devices to replace legacy analog
POTS lines.

Nextivity
The latest in-building cellular coverage innovation from Nextivity, the Cel-Fi QUATRA 4000 Fiber HUB adds fiber connectivity to the awardwinning Cel-Fi QUATRA 4000, a multi-carrier, hybrid active distributed antenna system (DAS) that provides uniform in-building cellular coverage
to large commercial buildings.

ULTATEL
ULTATEL recently upgraded its entire product lineup with free and unlimited video conferencing to enhance collaboration and increase
organizational productivity. ULTATEL’s new video conferencing solution transforms workforce environments as companies acclimate to a hybrid
in-office/virtual model.

Versa Networks
With Versa SASE (secure access service edge), end users for the first time can leverage a remote access service directly on their end devices
that delivers all the benefits of secure SD-WAN. This comprises an assured experience with network and application monitoring, all backed by an
NSS-recommended integrated security suite.

Channel Programs of the Year
AireSpring
AireSpring expanded its roster of veteran channel managers and regional coverage. The entire sales team has one role: a focus on helping
channel partners close complex, multi-location deals. The company offers competitive pricing on one of the broadest lines in the channel with
lucrative evergreen commissions, SPIFFs on renewals and a tiered commission structure.

Cox Business
In 2021, the Cox Business Partner Program realigned to become its own sales channel within Cox Business with John Muscarella as the channel
chief over both the selling and referral programs. This alignment brings better synergy and future improvements to the program for the agents.
With a support team of more than 40 team members, Cox offers excellent responsiveness and seamless sales support and service delivery.

EPOS
The EPOS AMPLIFY Partner Program is a platform that enables EPOS to strengthen its partnerships, while supporting partner growth and efforts
to stand out in the marketplace. Through the EPOS AMPLIFY Partner Program, partners have a clear path on how to accelerate their business.
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eSentire
eSentire launched an enhanced Medallion Partner Program with a robust market MDF component. The company also sourced a new partner
portal platform with self-serve onboarding, a joint business-planning and reporting tool, an MDF management tool, automated co-branding for
campaign kits, and marketing tools, as well as an at-a-glance dashboard view of partner performance.

Masergy Communications
In July 2020, Masergy launched the Masergy Zenith Program designed to deliver increased value to partners, greater earnings potential,
enhanced marketing and refreshed training. The Zenith Program provides escalating benefits as partners increase their sales with Masergy
including marketing investment funds, dedicated channel support, marketing campaigns and – especially unique and valuable – BANT qualified
leads.

National Retail Solutions (NRS)
NRS now has more than 14,000 point of sale (POS) systems in service in the U.S. NRS provides technology to independent convenience,
grocery, liquor, bodega, gas station, dollar, health and beauty and tobacco stores that gives them the ability to compete with the big chains
at a fraction of the cost. NRS now offers website building and loyalty program creation, as well as gas station pump control and retrofit EMV
conversions at a fraction of the price of most competitors.

NetFortris
NetFortris built a partner program with end-to-end managed cloud communications and secure network solutions backed by operational
processes that partners and their customers can depend on. Partners can fulfill their customer needs with one source, reducing complex vendor
management while spending less time troubleshooting customer issues and more time growing revenue.

NHC
NHC has developed long-term relationships with the top master agents but continues to cultivate individual agent partners. The company offers
superior partner tools, quick turnarounds, national channel team support, stack solutions, highly competitive compensation and flexible terms.

RapidScale
Rapidscale invested heavily in its channel partner program, resulting in total year-over-year partner sales growth of more than 100 percent.
RapidScale launched a partner enablement platform called the Technology Leadership Academy, where partners can access sales resources,
tools and cloud sales training. Since launching in November 2019, 1,500 partners have signed up and more than 700 have completed cloud sales
certifications.

Telesystem
The Telesystem Partner Program provides agents with maximum flexibility, while leveraging a comprehensive portfolio of products and a
dedicated 24/7 customer care support team. Telesystem works alongside partners to design unique network, communication and collaboration
solutions that empower businesses across the country and address their specific needs for performance, speed and cost.

UnitedCloud Inc.
UnitedCloud offers Canada’s leading and 100 percent channel program for white-label resellers and commissioned agents with hundreds of
in-country telecom, ISP, IT and MSP partners. Data residency in Canada is 100 percent within data centers in a geographically redundant
configuration in Vancouver, Calgary, Ottawa and Montreal.

Versa Networks
The Versa ACE Partner Program offers SASE specialized certification. Versa ACE Partners have access to leading technology that is secure,
reliable and scalable.

Windstream Enterprise
Windstream Enterprise is a leading service provider offering managed communications services, including SD-WAN and UCaaS, and
high-capacity bandwidth and transport services to businesses across the U.S.
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CSP Communications Deployments of the Year
Granite Telecommunications
Granite helped global consumer and commercial services company Rollins reduce annual network costs by migrating from a legacy MPLS
network to a managed SD-WAN solution using Granite’s broadband aggregation, network integration services and access remediation services.

CSP Infrastructure Innovation of the Year
Inteliquent
Inteliquent has spent the last year enhancing its network infrastructure to mitigate fraud and illegal robocall by deploying a STIR/SHAKEN on
other fraud prevention technology. Working extremely hard to remove illegal robocalling from its network, the team is using multiple systems to
detect potential robocall activity.

Digital Transformations
AppSmart
AppSmart has implemented several new technologies focused on empowering technology advisors with the tools to help their customers digitally
transform, including the AppSmart Marketplace, AppSmart Invest, AppSmart Locator and AppSmart Energize.

P2 Broadband
P2 Broadband provides high-speed internet connectivity over its wholly owned network, providing customers with a reliable and redundant
infrastructure that guarantees security and scalability in New York City. The company recently successfully structured a deal with AppSmart
Invest Program, an innovative funding program designed for technology advisors. This program allowed P2 to buy the assets of a fixed wireless
company.

Pidj.co
Pidj.co’s business text messaging platform enables automated outbound text messages to be broadcast to a targeted list of contacts as a one-off
or a scheduled series. Uniquely, the Pidj.co platform also supports inbound text routing, including automated responses or actions, and two-way
text conversations with live agents.

Star2Star
Star2Star has embraced digital transformation in every aspect of its technology suite to create innovative solutions for the modern enterprise.
Star2Star’s end-to-end portfolio stands out in the industry as the first and only pure on-premises cloud solution including remote work solutions,
custom development and integration options, and VDI for seamless connectivity to mission-critical processes from anywhere.

Top Innovation Awards
IntelePeer
IntelePeer powers the new customer experience through technology innovation. Its Atmosphere CPaaS product enables companies to
communicate better — allow them to drive more revenue, improve their customer experience and make better business decisions.

NetGen Communications
Smart ATA is an analog telephone adapter that not only offers the service provider a full-function voice-fax ATA with FXO capability but also
includes patent-pending technology that finally makes FoIP calls as reliable as PSTN fax calls. Moreover, Smart ATA includes full support for T.38
version 3 with V.34, enabling it to send and receive faxes at twice the speed of non-V.34 capable ATAs.

PacketFabric
With PacketFabric’s new Cloud Router, you can connect multiple regions of a single cloud service provider, connect multiple cloud service
providers in the same region, or connect multiple cloud service providers in different regions. Cloud Router features a superior distributed
architecture that delivers optimal routing, lowers latency and facilitates scaling.
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Telarus
The COVID-19 pandemic caused Telarus’s regional learning events, and even its annual Partner Summit, to shut down. The company switched
gears, allowing participants to earn points by watching videos, selling a deal or interacting with a supplier. Telarus has hosted three seasons of
‘Race to the Summit’ where the winner chose between $25,000 cash or a three-year lease on a fully loaded Model 3 Tesla

teli communications
The teli communications API is an enablement platform for SaaS and/or CPaaS customers who need the ability to quickly and easily deploy
robust communications functions into their applications. The teli API provides more than 200 messaging, voice, fax and account management
functions with a large subset designed especially for VoIP resellers and partners.

Unified Office
In early 2021, Unified Office extended its enterprise business continuity into the home office environment with its Total Connect Now Remote
Office Connector (TCNROC) product. This product works in conjunction with an operational management suite portal for remote viewing and
configuration.

WiredIQ
WiredIQ provides a complete suite of managed services delivered in one intelligent appliance, called the Brain Box. The Brain Box brings
together SD-WAN, IT managed services, security-as-a-service, surveillance, firewall, access points, LTE primary or failover and IoT
management onto one device, while maintaining PCI 3.0 and HIPAA compliance. Additionally, WiredIQ offers a full suite of UC applications.
This includes a scalable and robust contact center offering. All Wired IQ applications are turnkey and can be offered competitively a la carte.

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
Best International Internet Solutions
PCCW Global
PCCW Global recently announced significant service upgrades in key international locations. In February, PCCW Global and PDG teamed up to
launch a new PoP in Singapore. Then in March, PCCW Global enhanced Middle Eastern connectivity and expanded the region’s network through
a new IP node in Aqaba, Jordan. In addition, PCCW Global collaborated with Telna in March, bringing fully managed connectivity solutions to
OEMs across Asia. PCCW Global remains fully committed to international growth and expansion in the post-COVID era.

Unitas Global
In February of 2021, Unitas Global announced Unitas Reach, a global software-defined network (SDN) solution offering automated ubiquitous
edge access to any cloud location. Unitas Reach provides high-performance internet access services, designed for content and applications that
require the highest level of performance and resiliency.

Momentum Telecom
Momentum Telecom is a one-stop shop for business-grade, scalable internet access solutions with service coverage in more than 200 countries.
Its international reach, lower prices, and white-glove support have made Momentum a leading provider of fiber-based network solutions to
organizations of all sizes around the world.

Cloud Computing
Ericsson
Ericsson Wireless Office is a 5G-ready solution that enables businesses to provision virtual workspaces with scalable compute resources,
licensed software, local and shared storage, and disaster recovery and security, in a matter of minutes. The ease of automation frees
up costly IT resources to focus on more strategic priorities, while employees gain the freedom and flexibility to access high-performing
workspaces anytime, anywhere, from any device including laptops, thin clients, tablets and smartphones. Wireless Office removes the
dependency of inhouse IT expertise, physical installments and hardware. Businesses can migrate their current software licenses or select
new software from a simple app-store menu.
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FirstLight
FirstLight’s cloud computing solutions combine a high-performance fiber optic network with the cloud to offer end-to-end quality and ultra-low
latency, from workloads to users. FirstLight combines cloud computing infrastructure with a robust network and managed services to offer turnkey
solutions for cloud computing, disaster recovery and data backup.

National Retail Solutions (NRS)
NRS provides more than 14,000 retailers with a cloud-based systems, that can be accessed by an app on any device from anywhere in the world.
This system is extremely secure and fast and gives retailers the power to manage their businesses and expedite customer service.

Conferencing
EPOS
EPOS developed its first ever video conferencing solution, the EXPAND Vision 3 Series. EPOS brings a clean solution to the market, in a simple
and intuitive collaboration bar. This new device will help users feel connected wherever they are calling in from.

FirstLight
As a Cisco Premier Partner, FirstLight offers the full suite of Webex solutions, including video conferencing. Some of its notable feature benefits
include deep integration with popular business apps including Microsoft Teams, Slack and Google, as well as learning management systems so
teachers and students can meet where they learn.

Telesystem
Telesystem’s video conferencing solution allows businesses to conduct face-to-face meetings, chat, share their screens and applications, and
whiteboard with anyone, anytime, anywhere. The solution helps businesses unify their teams and increase engagement to solve problems faster
and create stronger relationships, translating into improved business productivity and growth. Real-time collaboration through video conferencing
eliminates the need for travel, saving businesses both costs and time.

Contact Center/CCaaS
VitalPBX
VitalPBX provides a unique and intuitive experience to manage and configure your PBX needs. With more than 40 years of experience in
telephony, the team has designed a PBX application that does everything you expect from a telephone system, plus more. It features true multitenant capabilities, call center tools, remote work features and scalability.

Cybersecurity
HGC Global Communications
HGC offers leading managed cybersecurity solutions, helping enterprises and organizations across multiple verticals, especially the financial
services, retail, telecommunications and government sectors.

Moruga, Inc.
Moruga offers a cybersecurity blueprint, helping enterprises execute successful security strategies. Its blueprint involves establishing and
documenting policies, implementing end user training and enabling a Zero Trust environment, to name just a few examples.

Stellar Cyber, Inc.
Stellar Cyber offers Open XDR, a platform that enables MSPs to launch high-margin security services such as SOC, MDR and XDR-as-a-Service.
The platform was released in March 2018, and has been updated monthly since then.

Trustifi
Trustifi, a SaaS email security company, launched a roster of new updates during the past six months for its cloud-based, one-click email
encryption offering. The solution has a unique ability to host encrypted messages on a proprietary cloud platform, allowing users to edit and recall
messages as needed.
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End User Portal
Peerless Network, Inc.
The Peerless end user portal, Cloud PBX Me, provides each Peerless Cloud PBX user with seamless, secure and instant collaboration. Peerless
owns and operates its own reliable network, for superior service.

Managed Mobility
Advantix
Advantix SmartSIM pairs any WAN-capable hardware that accepts a SIM card – mobile computers, tablets, cellular routers, IoT devices and more
– with the best available cellular network connectivity. There is no need to choose a carrier or worry about wireless signal strength because the
SIM intelligently bonds to the best coverage from available carriers.

Granite Telecom
In December, Granite launched Granite Vision — a fully managed mobile communications solution that delivers end-to-end business mobility
management including turnkey lifecycle management, expense management and help desk support for multiple carriers, devices and users.
Granite Vision frees up key technical personnel and resources while still giving them visibility and control.

Tango Networks
Mobile-X from Tango is a mobile communications service designed specifically for businesses, empowering employees to work from anywhere
with in-office-quality unified communications. Exclusively sold by channel partners, Mobile-X integrates with a company’s UC platform and turns
any employee’s mobile phone into a fully featured extension of the system.

Hosted PBX
Ooma
Ooma Continuous Voice provides automatic backup for VoIP phone calls, a business continuity breakthrough that is affordable and easy for nonprofessionals to install. Continuous Voice is implemented through Ooma Connect, a base station and antenna which provides wireless internet
backup through a nationwide advanced LTE network.

IoT/M2M
PCCW Global
PCCW Global recently launched a new globally connected Embedded-SIM (eSIM) service to support global IoT deployments. The service is
GSMA compliant and designed to remotely manage multiple MNO subscriptions. Connectivity is provided across PCCW Global’s leading T1
global network and partner network.

Managed Services
Comstar Technologies
Comstar Technologies provides an all-encompassing approach to managed services. Comstar offers managed IT and cybersecurity, voice,
physical security and audio-visual options, all of which are scalable, customizable and fully supported 24/7/365 by Comstar’s in-house, U.S.based team. Comstar’s entire portfolio of managed solutions are backed by its award-winning team of trusted engineers, programmers, analysts
and consultants, who work to ensure that day-to-day operations are smooth and online 24/7/365.

RapidScale
For SMBs and enterprises in need of secure, predictable and customized IT solutions and services, RapidScale provides a one-stop platform and
enablement team with which to outsource some, or all, components of an organization’s IT. Rapidscale offers expertise in application delivery,
with a focus on security and compliance and a commitment to the “people” side of technology.
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Spectrotel
Spectrotel offers a robust portfolio of managed services, including SD-WAN, firewall, switches, routers and Wi-Fi access points. The company
proactively monitors, manages and maintains all of the moving parts, from equipment failures to network performance and speed, with 24/7/365
NOC support. Spectrotel also offers a suite of managed security services, including EDR and MDR.

vXchnge
Ideal Integrations and vXchnge have built a strategic partnership that provides customers with high-quality managed services and colocation
solutions. Their partnership allows each company to focus on their areas of expertise and creates competitive advantages that improve the quality
and flexibility of services. vXchnge provides infrastructure and colocation services, including space, power, cooling and security, as well as a 100
percent uptime guarantee, extensive connectivity option and scalability.

Multi-location Deployments
Granite Telecom
In March 2021, Granite Channels announced an unprecedented revenue opportunity with Granite’s Network Integration services, which can
be leveraged nationwide, across vendor products and carrier networks to support enterprise technology deployments. With Granite’s Network
Integration services, channel partners can capitalize on technology deployments, including those that may fall outside telephony and data
networking, even if Granite doesn’t manage that client’s connectivity.

NHC
NHC has a 19-year track record of servicing multi-location customers with cost effective communications services, peerless service and customer
tools. Today, its STACK Solutions provide everything from access to managed security in both the U.S. and Canada. Customers with two to
thousands of locations can manage all aspects of their communications services and network with a single portal. From managing orders, inventory,
revenue assurance and repairs to administering UcaaS, SD-WAN, cloud and edge security across all locations from one secure pane of glass no
matter where the admin is located. All of this is backed by highly skilled project managers for on-boarding and 7x24x365 live U.S.-based support.

SaaS and Cloud Applications
Teliax
Teliax’s Toll-Free Exchange directly connects Responsible Organizations to each other via authoritative routing information to enable toll-free
peering between members.

Vivial
Vivial is a groundbreaking marketing technology company offering a full range of online, mobile and social customer engagement tools to help
businesses connect with customers. At the heart of Vivial’s offering is a proprietary SaaS platform. The foundation of this technology was acquired
in 2014. Since then, the platform has grown into an all-inclusive online, mobile and social marketing tool that enables businesses of all sizes to
manage their digital marketing from one platform. The platform provides content marketing, GMB profile management, social media advertising
and text messaging, all supported with an on-demand service team.

SD-WAN & SD-Branch
AireSpring
Introduced in June 2020, AireSpring Global Managed SD-WAN is a comprehensive, fully managed, end-to-end SD-WAN service for organizations
seeking a transition to the reliability and controlled costs of a provider-managed, remotely deployed WAN. The reliability, consistency and
adaptability of AireSpring’s SD-WAN solution provides fast, scalable and reliable global connectivity for on-premises needs and multi-cloud
application performance, with global procurement of last mile connectivity, under a single-provider SLA.

Aryaka
SmartServices is a global managed networking and security service that is based on an SD-WAN and SASE (secure access service edge)
architecture and that delivers the flexibility, operational simplicity and scalability required by CIOs, networking and security professionals and
cloud architects.

NetFortris
Introduced in September 2020, the NetFortris Comm-unity UCaaS solution is the first joint UCaaS offering since the NetFortris/Fonality merger
and brings together the best of NetFortris carrier-class telephony engineering experience with Fonality’s UC development expertise.
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OneStream Networks
For one of OneStream’s enterprise customer sites, streaming media and guest user traffic have high usage in the production environment causing
business-critical traffic to drop. The company classified the applications based on business requirements and configured real-time applications
to take the highest priority queue. For file transfers, it gave the second priority with 50 percent as rate limit. All remaining traffic is treated as best
effort, and social network and streaming media categories are pushed to the lowest priority with 30 percent as rate limit.

PCCW Global
In March, PCCW Global expanded its SD-WAN portfolio to include universal customer premises equipment (uCPE) and NFV technologies. The
uCPE component enables advanced networking options, while NFV can aid with replacing physical devices such as firewalls and routers. Both
services can streamline provisioning and reduce logistical costs.

SIP Trunking
Granite Telecommunications
Granite supports Direct Routing for SIP Trunks to Microsoft Teams, which enables businesses to make and take external phone calls inside the
Microsoft Teams collaboration application on desktops, laptops and mobile devices.

Peerless Network, Inc.
Peerless offers a fully IP-based redundant network and access to the Peerless Portal, an account management tool that puts users in complete
control. This fully automated online self-provisioning portal allows users to easily purchase, activate in real-time and manage SIP trunking
channels and telephone numbers via a desktop or mobile device.

Software-Defined Interconnection (SDI)
PCCW Global
In February, PCCW Global achieved MEF 3.0 certification for Console Connect, the leading global platform for software-defined interconnection.
Console Connect delivers instant global connectivity over PCCW Global’s private T1 network. PCCW Global also now has MEF 3.0 Carrier
Ethernet (CE) service certification for Global Ethernet over MPLS services for the Console Connect and switched ethernet services.

UC/UCaaS
BCM One
BCM One’s Voice Enabled Teams solution supercharges native Microsoft Teams by augmenting basic chat, video conferencing and collaboration
features with robust enterprise voice capabilities to give clients a comprehensive, unified communications and collaboration platform. As a
certified Gold Microsoft Partner, BCM One can offer end-to-end Teams deployments including licenses and calling plans, which are limited with
native Teams. Released in August 2020, some key benefits and features of Voice Enabled Teams include a disaster recovery module, direct
routing and hybrid solutions to address complex call flows, paging and door access applications, call masking, portal access and collaboration
management, analog hand-off options, and E911 management.

CoreDial
CoreDial announced the release of CoreNexa 7.0, its next-gen voice, video, messaging and collaboration solution. These fully integrated, all-in-one
capabilities are designed to unleash the power of modern and remote workforces and provide CoreDial’s close to 900 channel partners with a highly
competitive, high-value way to satisfy their customers’ increasing needs for reliable and comprehensive communication and collaboration tools.

ULTATEL
In December, ULTATEL released ULTATEL Teams SBC allowing any organization to connect to any phone worldwide. Teams SBC is certified
for use with Microsoft Teams. The integration provides secure and real-time communications for any private or public cloud environment without
compromising scale and performance.

SkySwitch
The SkySwitch Store lives within SkySwitch’s Resellers Dashmanager portal and offers resellers a convenient way to take advantage of their
buying power and purchase hardware and services from distributor partners at competitive prices. All the phones sold through the SkySwitch
Store are auto-provisioned and approved for use on the SkySwitch platform. First launched in January 2017, with 888VoIP as the original
distributor, the SkySwitch Store also now has integrated Jenne, TeleDynamics and NTS Direct. Hardware brands include Algo, Amcrest,
CyberData, Dialplate, Fanvil, Grandstream, Jabra, Netgear, Poly (Plantronics), Ribbon (Edgemarc), Snom and Yealink.
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Vertical Markets and Deployments
Federated Wireless
In February, Federated Wireless deployed a CBRS-enabled private 5G wireless network for the U.S. Department of Defense, along with an allU.S. team of partners. The trial is modernizing the Marine Corps Logistics Command warehouse operations in Albany, Ga. The new private 5G
network supports a broad set of smart warehouse use cases including warehouse robotics; barcode scanning; and holographic, augmented and
virtual reality applications.

Medigate
Healthcare security provider Medigate listens to traffic flows and decodes the communications in real time, extracting more than 60 general and
unique identifiers of each connected asset and organizes all of the underlying data in a dynamic, continuously refreshed risk scored inventory.
Within hours of installation, the company can deliver a detailed view of the health system’s entire connected landscape.

Wi-Fi and Fixed Wireless
Telesystem
Telesystem’s managed Wi-Fi solution offers customers and guests the fast, open Wi-Fi access they expect along with the private wireless access
that companies need to run their business securely and efficiently. Telesystem designs, configures, installs, monitors and manages the secure
wireless network, freeing businesses from the burden and cost of setting up and managing a wireless network on their own.

SERVICE PROVIDER ENABLEMENT TECH
Analytics, AI and Machine Learning
Masergy Communications, Inc
Masergy AIOps (AI for IT Operations) has the power to predict, prevent and prescribe solutions for network problems. It pinpoints root causes
deep inside multi-cloud environments and suggests resolutions, helping IT teams save hours of investigation work and quickly serving up the
right bandwidth at the right time. Powered by behavioral and predictive analytics and machine learning, Masergy AIOps acts as a virtual analyst,
working 24/7 to automatically evaluate cloud application performance.

National Retail Solutions (NRS)
NRS added payroll tracking to its point-of-sale solution. Now retailers can have their employees log into the POS every time they come to work and
log out at the end of their shifts. The owner can then set the POS to produce a payroll report, weekly, bi-weekly, etc. that shows the hours worked by
each employee. This spreadsheet can be sent directly to any payroll provider to pay the store’s employees. This feature saves the store owner all the
time it takes to calculate and track employee hours. Simply set up the amount of times you pay employees, and forward the report.

Back Office and OSS Innovation
Telinta
Virtual Office is a unique cloud-based solution enabling ITSPs to offer hosted PBX to their small and home-based business customers. The
solution takes sophisticated PBX features normally available to larger users, and enables Telinta customers to offer them to small and homebased business customers.

Content Delivery and Enablement
SocialStreamingTV.com
SocialStreamingTV is a custom social virtual event media news streaming platform offering multi-channel video streaming, virtual events,
masterclass and news channels from your own domain name.

HGC Global Communications
Launched at 2Q20 to fuel the OTT edge computing user experience, HGC’s Eyeball-as-a-Service (EaaS) platform helps both T1 and T2 OTTs
penetrate into the Southeast Asia region. EaaS reduces time-to-market from months to weeks, with HGC’s one-stop direct peering ultra-low
latency (<10ms) network connection to major ISPs, regional MNOs, local internet exchanges and commercial/residential broadband providers in
Asia’s key metro areas.
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Most Responsive Channel Team
PCCW Global
PCCW Global goes above and beyond to deliver complex connectivity and data solutions to customers, helping clients traverse global networks
and penetrate emerging markets with ease. The company offers a robust partner program for VARs, master agents, consultants, sub-agents and
IT service providers, along with a highly responsive team providing sales, pre-sales and project management.

Telia Carrier
In 2020, Telia Carrier launched its Conflict-Free channel program, enabling the master agent community to provide customers with a highperforming alternative to the traditional telecom provider’s channel model. Its program helps partners navigate their end-users’ lifecycle
management to ensure the highest quality customer experience. The Conflict-Free program was created based on feedback from many
discussions with master agents.

OTT Applications
Reinvent Telecom
Reinvent has built a private-label platform that empowers reseller partners to transform their businesses into next-generation cloud-based communications
service providers. Reinvent enables partners to deliver reliable, high-quality UCaaS, conferencing and collaboration, contact center and SIP trunking
services. With Reinvent’s platform, partners can build a successful cloud voice business while keeping full ownership and control of their customers.

Rural and Underserved Connectivity
Bluebird Network
In January 2021, Bluebird acquired the ColoHub Data Center in Bettendorf, Ia., renaming it the Bluebird Quad Cities Data Center. Bluebird
has doubled its data center footprint with anchors in the Northeast and Southwest corners of its 11-state fiber footprint. In March, the company
announced fiber expansion plans to provide fiber access to more than 500 towers within the Midwest. This build will spread across five states,
reaching 28 markets within the region to support 5G network deployments. Within the past year, Bluebird has increased its network reach by 30
percent, totaling 65,000 on-net and near-net buildings and towers.

Rapid Systems
Cel-Fi GO is a cellular coverage solution featuring an industry-leading system gain of up to 100 dB. Cel-GO maximizes cellular coverage for
3G/4G/5G and provides coverage for spaces up to 15,000 square feet. Cel-Fi GO can be placed indoors or outdoors and is ideal for any location
that does not receive a cellular signal. Cel-Fi GO is integrated into the SBOW, which combines everything that’s needed for cellular connectivity
onsite – from batteries and charging to solar power, along with an adjustable mast and pneumatic masts that go up and down to attach antennas.

Software-Defined Networking (SDN)/Network Function Virtualization
(NFV)
Fusion Connect
Fusion Connect is focused on enabling the connected enterprise and hybrid workforce. It provides a managed SD-WAN solution that leverages three of
the top five SD-WAN infrastructure providers. Fusion Connect’s flexible solution empowers its clients to prioritize mission-critical business applications for
optimal employee productivity, while simultaneously protecting their business environment from security threats. Its enhanced SD-WAN capabilities are
essential for today’s decentralized workforce and diverse business locations, enabling and protecting every endpoint and end user.

Telecom/ Legal/Regulatory
Sterling Business Law
Sterling Business Law provides legal counsel to entrepreneurial and emerging growth businesses throughout the telecom industry.

Wholesale Broadband and Capacity
Wave Wholesale
Wave continues to expand its reach by adding new markets in underserved areas by funding organic builds as well as via acquisition. Wave
has been focusing on providing access to on-net and near-net locations to offer more coverage for both broadband and Ethernet access to our
partners across the nation. The goal is to continually offer partners a choice when it comes to access providers. With the addition of Entouch in
Texas and Digital West in California in early 2021, Wave is continually proving its growth initiatives in both market and customer support.
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